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Mother gives Hong Hong a new handkerchief with a pair of swimming ducks on it.
Hong Hong puts it into her pocket and happily goes to kindergarten.
At kindergarten, Hong Hong enjoys herself so much skipping with her classmates that she doesn’t even notice her handkerchief dropping out of her pocket. The wind blows the handkerchief far away.
After a while, Hong Hong gets hot and wants to wipe her forehead with her handkerchief, but she can't find it.
Hong Hong looks everywhere for her handkerchief, and finally sees one under the tree.
But it is not hers. So Hong Hong goes to the classroom and asks, “Who has lost a handkerchief?” The children say: “Not me!” “Not me!”
Hong Hong goes to another classroom and asks, “Who has lost a handkerchief?” But the children there also say: “Not me!” “Not me!”
Hong Hong meets Ping Ping who is in the top class and asks: “Ping Ping, have you lost a handkerchief?” Ping Ping answers: “Yes, I did lose one, but I have also found one. Do you know whose it is?”
Hong Hong takes it and says with a big smile: “Yes, it’s mine.” Ping Ping takes the handkerchief picked up by Hong Hong and cries joyfully: “Ah! This is mine.”
The teacher smiles and praises them: “Hong Hong and Ping Ping, both of you are good children for having tried to return the things you found.”